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The Future’s
So Bright

Kaye Sowder and her husband look
forward to a debt-free life limited only
by their dreams.
by Alicia M. Collier
Most college students graduate dreaming of a career and plan to repay
their student loans. Kaye Sowder graduated, began her own It Works!
business, and earned a five-figure monthly income as her starter salary.
Soon after, Jeremy Foster joined Kaye in her venture and the couple
worked toward Jeremy’s retirement from the restaurant business.
Because he had vacationed only three weeks in a 13-year career, travel
was a top priority. “We plan to travel to Europe to visit some of our favorite
places such as Austria, France, England and Italy,” Kaye says.
Freedom to Make the Day Yours
The freedom to carve the day into chosen activities instead of
spending time at a job is something Kaye shares with her team. “We are
humbled we get to surround ourselves with like-minded individuals who
value what freedom really means,” Kaye explains. “They are successdriven and committed to fun!”
Part of that fun means shopping for a vacation home in Florida near
family and restoring classic cars. Having paid off their everyday vehicles,
Jeremy enjoys restoring his classic Jeep and Blazer. Jeremy was always
saying “no” to the activities that weren’t required, but now he gets to say
“yes” to his life.
“He can play golf, enjoy quality time with his family and pursue his
favorite hobbies,” Kaye elaborates.

It Works! Accomplishments:
Earning a five-figure monthly income one year after college
Husband retiring from restaurant business
Paying off cars, renovating residence
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Walking the Journey Together
But it’s their effort as a couple and as leaders of a team that enables
them to realize their dreams of time and financial freedom.
“Jeremy and I realize this journey is not all about us. We love and
adore the things we have. We love the journey we’re on. We also know
we would not be here without our team,” Kaye says. “Our goal is to lead
and inspire our team members to accomplish their dreams and desires
along the way.”
Leading by example, Kaye and her husband look to the future—to their
plans for travel and children, and to check marks by all the dreams on
their board. SfH

—Kaye Sowder

